Legal Disclaimer

Indiana Legal Services presents the information on this web site as a service to low income people and other Internet users, including members of the general public. Use of this site does not constitute, in any manner, an attorney-client relationship between Indiana Legal Services and the receiver. While the information on this site is about legal issues, it is not intended as legal advice or as a substitute for the particularized advice of your own counsel. People seeking specific legal advice or assistance should contact an attorney, either by using the site to locate legal assistance in your county, or another source. The content of any Internet e-mail sent to Indiana Legal Services or any of its lawyers at the e-mail address set forth in this web site will not create an attorney-client relationship and will not be treated as confidential. Transmittal of information from this site or any use of electronic mail is not intended to create or establish an attorney-client relationship between Indiana Legal Services and anyone else.

This publication is provided as is without warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement.

This publication could include inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated into new editions to this publication.

Statements or expressions of opinion herein are those of the author and not necessarily those of Indiana Legal Services, its staff or Board of Directors.

Links Disclaimer:

We provide links to other sites that we believe may be useful or informative. These links to third party sites or information are not intended as, and should not be interpreted by you as constituting or implying our endorsement, sponsorship or recommendation of the third party information, products or services found there. We do not maintain or control these sites and, accordingly, make no guarantee concerning the accuracy, reliability or currency of the information found there.